ABSTRACT An earth building is still popular in the villages of China, which should be carefully monitored in the wet and rainy area using new information technology, e.g., sensor networks. However, how to design an energy-efficient and robust scheme in the heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (HWSN) is a critical issue, since the network should be long-time available and node failure may lead to data delivery unreliable and network collapse. In this paper, an energy-efficient topology control (EETC) algorithm is proposed for energy saving and load balancing of the network. In EETC, cluster heads are selected by the geometric method and well-distributed in the monitor area, while the non-cluster head members in each cluster are adjusted by Minimal Cost Maximal Flow (MCMF) so as to permit each cluster has the similar number of the cluster member. Furthermore, we design topology maintenance with partial adjustment using Breadth First Search (BFS) and shortest-path routing protocol in order to prolong the network lifetime. The simulation result shows that EETC is not only reliable to forward the data for HWSN but also has a longer lifetime than LEACH, EDFCM, EDCS, SPEZ and CREEP.
I. INTRODUCTION
An earth building is one where a significant part of the structure or building fabric comprises graded soil that has been prepared using one or more techniques, e.g., rammed earth or compressed earth block [1] . It has a long history which is a main residential mode in ancient China and is still widely distributed in current world. Unlike the modern concrete structure building, earth building has many irreplaceable advantages, such as warm in winter and cool in summer, green and energy conservation. It is currently designed as the rural boutique hotel to provide for tourists in some villages with beautiful scenery. However, the mechanical properties and durability of the earth in earth building are not as good as
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homogeneous WSN. For instance, in earth building monitoring, there is different data including temperature, humidity and particulate matter is collected and transmitted through HWSN. However, to keep monitoring network available for longer lifetime and more robust, energy constraint is always one of the largest issues in HWSN. Therefore, how to prolong the network lifetime is the primary consideration in HWSN.
Topology control is one of the most important techniques used for reducing energy consumption and prolonging the overall survival time of the network under the efficient mechanism [2] . Usually, topology control mainly consists of topology construction and topology maintenance [3] . The target for topology construction tries to find a reduced topology that is currently optimal for energy-efficiency, while topology maintenance keeps up the optimum topology consistently. Nevertheless, it is not surprising that HWSN may suffer from frequent failures due to the unpredictable deployment environment, human intervention, node hardware damage, the link instability and energy depletion. These failures also have a significant impact on the quality, accuracy and reliability of the network. Once the key sensor nodes or the neighboring nodes are failed at the same time, the current network without any maintenance scheme will be unavailable to work. Thus, both topology construction and topology maintenance are necessary for topology control to obtain energy-efficiency and reliability in HWSN. According to what we mentioned above, energy efficiency is the most essential property for HWSN. Recently, there are a lot of reactive and proactive techniques. The clustering technology has been proven that it has advantages in energy efficiency and scalability [4] , [5] . LEACH [6] is a typical clustering technology which is firstly proposed for WSN. However, LEACH has some shortages: without considering the distance among the clusters during the cluster heads (CHs) selection and the trade-off among all the CHs. The algorithm in [7] is also cluster-based, but there is no quantitative description and no solution to achieve the goal that CHs are close to the base station (BS) should have much more cluster members. Both EDCS [8] and EDFCM [9] adopt energy forecast in their normal running time for cluster-head selection to save energy. However, the actual network is stochastic and occasional so that the energy consumption may be not accurately predicted.
In this paper, an energy-efficient topology control algorithm (EETC) is proposed to satisfy the requirement of saving energy. Specifically, topology maintenance performs to deal with the scenario in which any node is no longer available (exhausting energy) or suffered from gustily fatal errors. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. Firstly, CHs are selected by the geometric method to guarantee that they can be well-distributed in the monitoring area, and each CH has almost the similar number of cluster member with the adjustment mechanism using Minimal Cost Maximal Flow (MCMF). Secondly, once the process of maintenance is triggered, an optimization scheme with Breadth First Search (BFS) is proposed to adjust the communication relationship between the intra-cluster members as well as the relationship between the inter-clusters, relatively. Moreover, the shortest-path is built as the bridge between CHs and BS that ensures the connectivity of the network. All of the proposed mechanisms are not only prolonging the network lifetime but also making the network reliable and robust.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give a literature view of the related work. Section III describes the network model and energy consumption model, as well as some notations description. Section IV presents the EETC protocol and its details are discussed to make sure whether it satisfies its final target of energy-efficiency. We analyze the effectiveness of the EETC via simulations and compare to other typical algorithms in section V. The last section VI gives the concluding remarks.
II. RELATED WORK
So far as we know, sensors and cameras are widely used for modern smart building monitoring in daily life [10] . Specifically, nodes equipped with various of sensors are deployed as the wire or wireless sensor network to monitor all the environments (indoors and outdoors) of buildings. Dong et al. [11] present a WSN-based building monitoring system, which adopts a cluster-based technology that conduct all nodes in a room to form a local cluster with a cluster-head. As rooted with the sink, all cluster-heads can be constructed as a multi-hop tree for forwarding the packets. For assessing earthquake damage of the buildings, Torfs et al. [12] use custom-developed sensor nodes to form a low-power network architecture over an IEEE 802.15.4 MAC in the 900-MHz band. Specifically, the strain sensors and 3-D acceleration sensors are respectively deployed at the base of the building and every floor to measure the settlement and the seismic response of the building. Both Capella et al. [13] and Campbell et al. [14] integrate energy-harvesting techniques for WSN to monitor buildings, particularly for wooden and historical buildings. With energy-harvesting design, it not only dramatically extends the service lifetime, but also improves event detection and better scalability.
Currently, energy-efficiency is still the main design target of topology control or routing protocol in WSN. Due to the complex real environment, energy-aware topology control algorithm is more difficult to design for HWSN than that is in the homogeneous WSN. We inevitably need to deal with the signals from different sensors, heterogeneous links, and poor surrounding interference. Fortunately, there has been quite a lot of extensive research on energy-efficient topology control for HWSN in the past ten years or more. Kumar et al. [4] propose an energy efficient heterogeneous clustered (EEHC) algorithm for a three-level network, which selects cluster heads by nodes' residual energy using weighted probability mechanism. As the heterogeneous clustering approach, EEHC is more effective in prolonging the lifetime in HWSN while comparing with LEACH. Li et al. [15] present several localized topology control in which each sensor node VOLUME 7, 2019 maintains the logical communication link to a selected small subset of its physical neighbors using sensed information within its local neighborhood. It has been proven that it can obtain relatively reduced topology and efficient communication, where it only utilize at most O(n) total messages. Wang et al. [16] propose a mechanism of equivalent sensing radius (ESR) for asymptotic coverage under uniform deployment scheme with i.i.d. and 1-D random walk mobility model. This critical ESR plays a key role and is derived to achieve full coverage correspondingly, regardless of the total number of sensors or the sensing radius of a single sensor under random mobility patterns. The results also show they can make a tradeoff control between coverage performance and energy consumption by adjusting ESR.
Furthermore, Mehra et al. [17] propose an energy-efficient approach that uses a zonal-based clustering technique to enhance the stable period of network lifetime. Similarly, Sharma et al. [18] present an energy model and propose a traffic and energy-aware routing (TEAR) to improve the stability period, while considering sensor nodes with random initial energies and disparities in data generation rate. In order to overcome the limitation of high system complexity, Dutt et al. [19] propose a cluster-head restricted energy efficient protocol (CREEP) to further improve the lifetime by modifying the CH selection thresholds in a two-level HWSN. Specifically, in the scenario with mobile nodes, CREEP can easily deal with the computation complexity problem during the selection of a large number of CHs. Tanwar et al. [20] propose a learning automata-based multilevel heterogeneous routing (LA-MHR) with multiple categories of nodes. During the process of LA-MHR, S-model-based LA is used for CHs selection and the cognitive radio spectrum is allocated to selected CHs by BS. They finally evaluate the lifetime and its stability, while also considering the energy holes problem.
Actually, the energy forecast is one of the efficient ways of constructing topology for energy conservation and maximizing lifetime. Hong et al. [8] propose an efficient and dynamic clustering scheme (EDCS), which makes the cluster-head selection probability using average network residual energy estimation in next round by average energy consumption forecast in the ideal state and the historical reference value. However, the total network lifetime in EDCS cannot be easy to accurately forecast since the real network is complex and dynamic that it may suffer burst events. Further, Hong et al. [21] propose a clustering-tree topology control based on the energy forecast (CTEF) for a target of saving energy and ensuring network load balance, while taking multi-factors (e.g., link quality, packet loss rate) into consideration. In addition to conventional steps of CHs selection and cluster formation, both central limit theorem and normal distribution mechanism are particularly used for accurately predicting the average energy of the network in terms of the difference between the ideal and actual average residual energy.
Game theory is another energy-efficient way that is introduced to obtain the optimal reduced topology. Zarifzadeh et al. [22] define a new topology control game using two types of global and local connectivity information in the presence of selfish nodes, where nodes are able to dynamically adjust their transmission power in a per-packet manner. Specifically, nodes try to minimize their energy usage while considering both traffic load and transmission power parameters. Hong et al. [23] present an energy-efficient and power-optimal topology control with potential game (EPOGA), which introduces the non-cooperative game aided approach to dynamically obtain energy-efficient and energy-balanced topology. In EPOGA, each node tries to maximize the communication payoff and the optimization objective of Nash Equilibrium is proved to be existent as well as Pareto Optimality in theory. Although game-based techniques help network perform more time, its computational complexity is general greater than that is in other types of methods.
On the other hand, the fault tolerance-based techniques [24] - [26] have been proposed for topology control to stay far from node failures or network crash. An energyaware fault tolerance mechanism called IHR is proposed by Qiu et al. [27] , which every non-CH can only select a limited number of targets during the process of data transmission to reduce the energy consumption. Deniz et al. [28] propose an adaptive disjoint path vector (ADPV), which is an adaptive, energy-aware and distributed fault-tolerant topology control algorithm, achieves the goal of keeping secure supernode connectivity under node failures by dynamically adjusting node transmission power. Hasan et al. [29] propose a bio-inspired particle multi-swarm optimization (PMSO) routing algorithm to construct, recover, and select k-disjoint paths that tolerates the failures while satisfying the QoS. In PMSO, particularly, the multi-swarm strategy makes the optimal directions in selecting the multipath routing while exchanging messages from all positions in the network. To make a tradeoff between fault tolerance and energy saving, Hu et al. [30] present a regular hexagonal-based clustering scheme (RHCS) and a scale-free topology evolution mechanism (SFTEM), where RHCS uses for clustering nodes to satisfy at least 1-coverage fault-tolerance, while SFTEM exploits the synergy between reliable clustering scheme and topology evolution to tolerate comprehensive faults.
Therefore, we find that both fault tolerance-based and energy-aware based methods are the current first choice to make network survival longer and more efficient. The difference between the proposed EETC and other algorithms is summarized in the approach of CHs selection and topology maintenance. We propose a geometric method which is used to select CHs in order to guarantee uniformly distributing. Meanwhile, in order to make the consumption of whole network balance, we adopt the topology maintenance in the local network which means reducing excessive energy depletion for message transmission and topology reconstruction.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. HETEROGENEITY IN WSN WITH ITS IMPACT
For different requirements of applications, the best way is to adopt heterogeneous wireless sensor network with different features. Here heterogeneity in WSN means the deployed network may have different sensors or sense units, different power supply or energy consumption, different hardware architecture and software design, and multi-level network architectures, etc. Specifically, the heterogeneity can be classified into the following three kinds of types [4] , [9] , [21] .
• Computational heterogeneity: Nodes in applicationsdriven systems may have different capabilities for dealing with events or data storage. The advance nodes with high performance (e.g., powerful processor and memory) provide more ability on complex data processing, while low-level nodes only perform the basic tasks (e.g., monitoring and collecting data).
• Link heterogeneity: In different application scenarios, network links would be one of the key factors for data transmission. A part of the nodes has more channels, higher bandwidth, and longer transmission radius than other normal nodes.
• Energy heterogeneity: Nodes would be equipped with different times of energy initially or recharged energy under normal working (e.g., replace batteries). Moreover, due to computational and link heterogeneity, it always results in different energy dissipation during the whole communication process. Obviously, we prefer to heterogeneous WSN rather than homogeneous WSN since the former is more fitted for current practical applications. With multi-level power options, nodes would consume different energy per round depending on its chosen power level. On the other hand, the link quality including congestion, packet loss rate, interference is also considered for HWSN under complex wireless scenarios. All these factors can be reflected from the energy consumption finally. Thus, in this paper, we pay priority attention to computational heterogeneity and energy heterogeneity.
B. NETWORK MODEL
Assuming that there are N heterogeneous sensor nodes which are distributed uniformly in area of A = M × M with the following properties:
(1) Each node is equipped with different initial energy over the interval [E 0 , (1+λ) E 0 ], where E 0 is lower energy limit and λ is constant (λ > 0). Once nodes are deployed, the energy for each node can't be recharged. (2) Links are asymmetry, i.e., the node n 1 and n 2 may not communicate using the same transmission power level. (3) The single BS which has no energy and no transmission power limitation is located at the center of sensed field. (4) Once a node is selected as the CH, it can be permitted to perform data fusion. On the other hand, the non-CHs cannot be allowed to communicate with BS directly. (5) The sensor nodes are quasi-stationary.
(6) Nodes are location-unaware, i.e., equipped without GPS antennae. Distance between nodes can be calculated as a metric perfectly proportional to the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI).
C. ENERGY CONSUMPTION MODEL
When calculating the energy consumption of the nodes, we will use the model of energy consumption in [6] . Node i sends L ij data to j, the energy consumption of nodes in sending and receiving data are given respectively as follows:
where d ij is the distance (in meters) between i and j, d 0 = ξ fs /ξ mp is a threshold distance, E elec denotes the energy dissipated per data to run transmitter or the receiver, ξ fs and ξ mp are parameters of the transmission amplifier module. According to Eq. (1), when the distance d ij is shorter than d 0 , the energy consumption is proportional to the square of d ij . Otherwise, energy consumption is proportional to the bi-quadratic of d ij .
For simplicity, the notations of EETC algorithm are introduced in Table 1 . 
IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM -EETC A. TOPOLOGY CONSTRUCTION
The topology construction in EETC algorithm can be divided into three stages: cluster-head selection, cluster formation and data transmission.
1) CLUSTER-HEAD SELECTION
From [6] , we know the division of clusters is very important for the cluster-based network and it is an NP-hard problem. If the number of clusters is great, then the distance between CHs is much small, vice versa. That means the number of clusters should be fitted for the current network. Otherwise, it could result in more energy consumption. Furthermore, multiple clusters overlap will also lead to dissipating more energy since it may aggravate the communication frequency. Therefore, the number and location of CHs are critical to save energy and prolong lifetime. We adopt the Eq. (3) to select the VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Determine the location of cluster-heads.
optimal number of clusters (k opt ) over each round [4] :
where d 2 BS is the average distance between CHs and BS. Initially, each node is a CH candidate and has the opportunity to be a CH. The detailed cluster-head selection can be described as follows.
Step 1: As shown in Fig.1(a) , a node is randomly selected to be CH and put into the set of CHs. The number of CHs changes from 0 to 1.
Step 2: We choose one or two nodes in the annular region with the distance of d cj (
where n is the number of nodes within the communication radius of the selected CH and m the number of nodes that has greater energy than the average energy of such n nodes, respectively. As illustrated in Fig.1(b) , select a node randomly in the annular region as RN and form an edge from the CH to RN. The CH serves as the center, seek other two edges which divide the annular region into trisection. If there are many candidate nodes in the area which is opposite to the former selected RN, as seen in Fig.1(c) , then we can get the another RN.
Step 3: As depicted in Fig.1(d) , we pick a node that is in the ring area of the selected RN and outside the communication range of the currently selected cluster-head to be the CH and also put it into the set of CHs. Definitely, the number of CHs increases with 1. If the number of CHs reaches k opt , then the process is terminated; otherwise, it goes next step (Step 4).
Step 4: Taking the selected RN on the other side as a vertex, as similarly described to the Step 2, we form an edge by the designated RN and the currently selected CH. Starting from this edge, we build other two edges that divide the annular region into trisection. We tried to seek whether has other nodes in the region. As seen in Fig.1(e) , if there is any node in the area, then we choose it as the other new CH. Specifically, if there are many nodes in the area, we can choose the node which has more residual energy as the CH. The number of CHs also increases with 1. If the number of CHs is not yet more than k opt , then it returns to Step 2; otherwise, it terminates.
Iteratively executing the above steps until the total number of CHs reaches k opt . Fig.1 shows the whole process of CH selection. The pseudocode of the CH selection algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Cluster-Head Selection
Require: I , k opt Output: A set of cluster-heads (C).
1: C ← ∅, h ← 0 2: pick a node i ∈ I randomly as CH 3: i.type ← 'C', C ← C ∪ {i}, I ← I \{i} 4: h ← h + 1 5: while h ≤ k opt do 6: select RNs from the candidate relays of CH i 7: pick new j as CH, which is close to the RN but out of communication region of CH i 8: j.type ← 'C', C ← C ∪ {j}, I ← I \{j}
9:
h ← h + 1 10: if h ≤ k opt and isExistInOtherSide(node) then 11: u ← choose node with higher residual energy as CH 12: u.type ← 'C', C ← C ∪ {u}, I ← I \{u}
13:
h ← h + 1 14: end if 15: i ← j // transfer roles for next loop 16: end while 17: return C
2) CLUSTER FORMATION
After complete CH selection, the elected CH broadcasts an advertisement message that contains its ID, elected state and residual energy, and then waits for the non-CH nodes to join. A non-CH node which receives the message updates its local information according to the message.We try many times on experiments and find that within the communication range of the non-CH node, the number of received invitation message may be different. Actually, it totally has three scenarios during the process of cluster formation.
(1) A non-CH node has not received a message from any CHs, which indicates that it may locate at the border or the regions with sparse node. The node will join in the cluster which its one-hop-neighbor belong to, and the selected one-hop-neighbor node has the minimum cost to communicate with other one-hop-neighbor nodes. (2) A non-CH node receives only one message, then the node will reply to a message of joining to the CH. (3) A non-CH node may also receive many messages from different CHs. In that case, it will compute the value by using its local data and the path information received from the advertisement message. We specifically focus on the scenario when the non-CH node receives many invitations from CHs. We carefully compare the available energy of each CH, the distance between non-CH itself and the corresponding CH and the intra-cluster communication cost. Ultimately, the non-CH node can make a decision on which invitation it would accept by
where q(i, j, r) states the attraction between a CH and a non-CH, d ij is the Euclidean distance between a non-CH and a CH, E i (r) expresses the energy of the CH in the rth round, and e i j is the energy consumption of non-CH node when it participates the intra-cluster communication.
From Eq. (4), we can see that the value of q(i, j, r) is proportional to E i (r), inversely proportional to d 2 ij and e i j simultaneously. The non-CH node preferentially chooses to join the cluster that has the CH with more residual energy and shorter Euclidean distance to the non-CH. Indeed, it also needs to compare the communication consumption within each cluster. Finally, with considering the aforementioned factors, the non-CH node decides which cluster to join and replies a message 'JOIN'. The basic process of cluster formation can be shown in Algorithm 2. After all the non-CH nodes have selected CH, it may have the case that the number of members in each cluster is not uniform. Therefore, each CH calculates and determines whether needs to adjust its members. Here we use Minimal Cost Maximal Flow (MCMF) method to adjust the cluster members, which ensures the number between [ − k], i.e., the cluster is in a sparsely populated area of the edge node. The value of the k is a sensitive parameter that is related to the number of deployed nodes in the network.
Consequently, Algorithm 3 shows how to adjust the cluster members if the network is not well distributed. The steps for cluster member adjustment are described as follows.
Step 1: Each CH counts the number of its members to see whether it locates between [ The CH i broadcasts the invitation message 4: end while 5: while j ∈ nonCHs do 6: m ← The non-CH node j receives invitations 7: if m == 0 then 8: j chooses its neighbor node's CH and sends 'JOIN' 9: else if m == 1 then 10: j chooses the sender as CH and sends 'JOIN' 11: else 12: j chooses CH according to Eq. (4) and sends 'JOIN' 13: end if 14: i ← ID of the selected CH 15 : 
if size(N C i ) > R then 6 :
unallocate ← unallocate ∪ t 10: t send message to their one-hop-neighbor 11 :
The CH i broadcasts an invitation message 13: adds ← compete for free nodes in unallocate using MCMF method 14 :
end if 16: else 17: h ← h + 1 18: end if 19 : end while 20: return N C
Step 2: If the number of cluster members is more than [
N k opt
+ k], then we sort the cluster members in terms of the intra-cluster communication cost in descending order. We choose (size(
] − k) as free nodes, which have highest communication cost with the CH. These nodes send a message to their one-hop-neighbor and count the neighbors which do not belong to the same cluster. Sequentially, these free nodes send a message to their one-hop-neighbor and count the neighbors which do not belong to the same cluster. They are put into an unallocated set and are waiting for one more chance to join another cluster with the lowest communication cost.
Step 3: If the number of cluster members is less than [
, the CH will broadcast another kind of invitation, i.e., the message of lacking members. We use the MCMF method to fight for the freedom node from the unallocated set as CH's member. The unallocated node receives the message and sends a 'JOIN' to its proper CH (one-hop-neighbor). Afterwards, it updates its local information. This node will be finally put into the current cluster, and then the set of cluster members is immediately updated.
Step 4: The member adjustment would not be ended until no less than (k opt -1) clusters have the number of members between [
The cluster formation and membership adjustment process are iteratively executed. We follow the rule of network load balancing. The network lifetime is extended by the update role rotation of the CH, the minimization of overlap between clusters, and routing decisions within the cluster.
3) DATA TRANSMISSION
After cluster formation and member allocation adjustment, the non-CHs have already decided to join one of a cluster. At the same time, a message initiated by a non-CH and forwarded to the CH along the nodes in the path. This message carries an entry that includes the ID and residual energy of the non-CH. The CH receives the message and updates its local path information table. Then, it assigns a time slot and returns a cluster ID to the corresponding non-CHs. The cluster ID determines the nodes belong to a specific CH and the nodes can only communicate in the intra-cluster. Obviously, the cluster ID determines the nodes belong to a specific CH and they can only communicate in the intra-cluster. After building the TDMA schedule, the CH notifies all the nodes within the cluster to prepare for communication. When the non-CHs receive the announcement, they store their TDMA time slot and get ready to communicate with their CH in the allocated time slot.
Once the communication is operated, the members of each cluster will collect data and forward data in the time slots. The CHs periodically perform data fusion and then directly or indirectly (through other CHs) send the data to BS. Moreover, we use CSMA/CA (carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance) to avoid the occurrence of plentiful communication collision interference, which can really keep the network data transmission stability. The communication process continues until there is a node failure or the average energy is less than the preset threshold. Then, the topology maintenance will be immediately triggered. Specifically, the topology maintenance is only performed in the local network, which means the original network topology is almost unchanged.
B. TOPOLOGY MAINTENANCE
During the data transmission, energy depletion is definitely different between the CH and the non-CH. As the key data transfer station, CHs spend much more energy on data fusion and routing to BS. In order to balance the network load, when the energy of a CH is less than E thr = ϕ · aveE (where ϕ is a variable, which can be adaptively adjusted during the entire network lifetime, and aveE is the average residual energy of the network in current round), the topology maintenance is triggered. The objective of energy consumption on communication in the network can be modeled as:
where e T and e R denote the energy dissipated for all nodes in the cluster i (i ∈ C) during each round on transmitting and receiving data, respectively, e T is indicates the energy consumption of CH i for forwarding data to BS, e T ji is the energy consumption of node j transmitting data to its CH i, and e T j j expresses the energy dissipation of j sending data to other member j in the same cluster, while e R ij and e R jj describe the energy dissipation for receiving data at the CH i and the non-CH node j, respectively. l ij presents the state of the link that is between node i and j.
Eq. (6) -Eq. (14) are the constraints that are given for the objective function (i.e., Eq. (5)). Eq. (6) can be seen as a definition of an array, where l ij is 1 if there is a direct communication path between the node i and j, Otherwise, the value is 0. Eq. (7) determines the energy consumption on transmitting data, which is composed of three parts: sending the data from CHs to the BS, from cluster members to CHs and transmitted data between members. Eq. (8) shows the energy dissipation on receiving data, which contains two parts, i.e., CHs receive the data from cluster members and non-CH nodes get the data from other members in the same cluster. Eq. (9) -Eq. (13) respectively state the energy consumption of transmitting and receiving data must be less than nodes' available energy. Eq. (14) guarantees each non-CH node select only one cluster to join during the performed
Algorithm 4 Topology Maintenance
if (i.type == 'C') and (E(i) < ϕ * aveE) then 3: adopt the method in [31] to rebuild the local communication edge according to Eq. (5) -Eq. (14) 4:
if CandidateList(u) == 1 then 5: u.type ← 'C , i.type ← 'N 6:
end if 7: while j ∈ N C u do 8: adopt BFS to traverse in N C u
9:
if there exists circle route then 10: delete edge (j, v) // v is another node in N C u
11:
end if 12: if there exists isolated node then 13: add it to the link 14: end if 15: end while 16: rebuild inter-cluster communication by the shortest-path routing 17: end if 18: end for process, i.e., in the adjustment process, only one node is selected as the CH in every cluster.
Under the constraints from Eq. (6) to Eq. (14), we try to solve the optimization problem (objective function Eq.5), which is definitely nonlinear. From the objective function, it both covers the continuous and the discrete variables. We can only get the sub-optimal solution of the original problem if the continuous variables are discretized in a certain precision. Therefore, the method in [31] is used for solving the objective function. It could analyze, decompose and calculate such complex nonlinear problem. As the candidate of CH, a new node in the cluster is selected to be CH with the consideration of the residual energy. Indeed, during the process, there may have a circle link or an isolated node in the intra-cluster. Consequently, we adopt the BFS algorithm on traversing the local cluster to check whether there exist both two scenarios. We try to avoid such scenarios to guarantee the topology to fit the features of a spanning tree. Once the communication relationship is adjusted among the intra-cluster, the shortest-path routing protocol for the CHs to transmit the data to BS in a multi-hop way is constructed. Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode of the whole of topology maintenance.
V. SIMULATIONS A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we give the results of the experiments that we performed to evaluate the EETC algorithm. The simulation is carried out in a region with scale 100m×100m. All the heterogeneous sensor nodes are uniformly deployed over the region and the single BS is located at the center of the region. We implement code and test by tools of MATLAB R2013a and Atarraya [32] . The experiment is performed with the varied number of sensor nodes which range from 100 to 175. Then, we compare the performance of EETC with the typical algorithms LEACH [6] , EDFCM [9] , ECDS [8] , SPEZ [17] and CREEP [19] . In order to reduce the impact of randomness on the results, the experiments are repeated at least 50 times under each parameter setting. We take the average value as the final evaluation results. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2 . 
B. INFLUENCE OF CRITICAL FACTORS
In EETC algorithm, as we discussed in the section of cluster formation, k is an uncertain and sensitive parameter that we need firstly validate through multiple experiments. To get a suitable k, we also take the average value of the 50 times simulation experiments. In Fig.2 and Fig.3 , the influence of the first node died (namely, steady period) and the lifetime under the different critical factors are depicted respectively. Fig.2 indicates that the round of first node died under different k with the increased λ. For k = 2, the round of the first node died is longer than the other two. This denotes that the network has been balanced well than others with the adjustment parameter k = 2. We can see in Fig.3 , the lifetime under k = 2 performs better than k = 3 but worse than k = 1 with the increased λ. Since the first node died is critical to a network, after considering the above discussion in a comprehensive manner, we select k = 2 as the final value to obtain the relatively better network performance. Fig.4 and Fig.5 respectively show the first node died and the lifetime with the nodes ranging from 100 to 175 under different λ. We can observe in the Fig.4 , the round of the first node died declines with the increase of nodes. This is because increasing the number of clusters in the same monitoring region may cause high overlap among intra-clusters or interclusters. Too much redundant nodes easily lead to frequent message exchange, which drains extra energy and makes the first node died earlier. As shown in Fig.5 , with the growth of the network scale, the lifetime seems to be better. Specifically, N = 175 curve would be no longer the worst one but have the best lifetime under five kinds of network scale. This is because of the death of a part of nodes, which reduces the density of the network. With the decreasing of the number of nodes, fewer messages are exchanged through the whole of the network. Obviously, under a certain network scale, the more the nodes are deployed, the longer the network lifetime runs. However, we also care about the death of the first node, it is definitely stable stage for nodes communication. Therefore, in a fixed area, the network performance is not getting better with more deployed nodes under the consideration of balancing the first node died and the whole lifetime. Under the monitoring conditions and the event coverage, a reasonable node deployment is not only beneficial to avoid unnecessary waste of energy but also to improve the QoS.
C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we compare EETC with the typically algorithms LEACH, EDFCM, EDCS, SPEZ and CREEP in the respect of network lifetime and the data packets successfully received by BS (i.e., throughput). Fig.6 and Fig.7 depict the first node died and the whole network lifetime under k = 2, respectively. In Fig.6 , the value of λ ranges from 0.5 to 3.5 and the number of nodes is set to be 100. We can see the death time of the first node is extended with the increase of λ under all the algorithms. On the other hand, the death time of the first node under EETC is longer than the other five algorithms at different λ. As we discussed in Section IV, it indicates that topology maintenance in EETC plays a key role in balancing the network load and prolongs the death time of the first node. Fig.7 illustrates the comparison of network lifetime under different λ for EETC and other five algorithms, where the number of deployed nodes is also set as 100. In Fig.7 , we can find the trend is almost the same as in Fig.6 for all the algorithms, but EETC still has an obvious advantage compared with the others. That is because we take network burden balance and maintenance mechanism into account in the proposed EETC, which makes a contribution to prolonging the whole lifetime. Specifically, we consider the burden balance through each stage including the data transmission, which helps to convert nodes roles and adjust the communication relationship among intra-cluster and inter-cluster.
As seen from Fig.6 and Fig. 7 , we can easily find the lifetime of all algorithms is prolonged with the increase of energy (i.e., increases λ), whether it is on a steady (before the first node died) or unsteady period (after the first node died). Obviously, LEACH has the weakest energy-efficient performance among all these algorithms. The reason is that LEACH is firstly designed for the homogeneous network but not for the heterogeneous environment. In contrast, EETC have much longer network lifetime than other algorithms. The major factor is that EETC not only has a longer steady communication stage but also utilize the unsteady stage efficiently. Furthermore, EETC makes the network well-distributed and each node burden balance as much as possible so that further extends the final lifetime.
Finally, we compare the packets successfully received by BS (i.e., throughput) under the proposed EETC and other five algorithms. As shown in Fig.8 , it depicts the number of packets received from the CHs to BS under the deployed nodes N = 100. Obviously, the throughput of all algorithms is increasing with the λ enlarges. This is because the increasing energy definitely makes network available longer than before, and also enables BS to successfully receive more data. Moreover, EETC receives more data packages at BS than the other five algorithms. We still attribute the current throughput performance to the full utilization of the unsteady stage. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a new energy-efficient algorithm, called EETC, for constructing a reduced topology and effective maintenance mechanism for heterogeneous wireless sensor networks, which is used for earth building monitoring. In the proposed EETC, the cluster-heads are elected by a geometric method. Moreover, we consider minimizing the cost of communication for intra-cluster, and we also utilized MCMFmethod to adjust the cluster members. Furthermore, the topology maintenance is added to EECT, which will be triggered when the network is no longer under the optimum energy consumption. Without loss of generality, all the strategies would make all the clusters load balance. The extensive simulations are shown that EETC algorithm outperforms the existing typical algorithms over energy-efficiency and throughput.
